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ABSTRACT: Housing is affordable if living in it is affordable. Australians deserve safe and 

affordable housing. That is why the commonwealth government is taking these additional 

steps to progressively implement the right of every Australian to access adequate housing. 

Unit living can offer a great lifestyle at an affordable price. However, living in a communal 

environment also requires shared maintenance responsibility. This is where the tragedy of 

the commons comes into play. One effective way of mitigating the tragedy of the commons 

is via imposing a fee. Thus, the need to manage common ownership of property involves a 

body corporate fee. Body corporate fees play a huge role in determining housing affordability. 

On the other hand, economists argue that past a certain point, around 150 – 200 lots, 

economies of scale also plays an important role in determining affordability in unit living. Our 

study claims that by setting an effective body corporate fee structure, we can manage both 

the tragedy of the commons and achieve economies of scale making unit living more 

affordable to the residents. Our research findings will be of interest to those involved with 

property developments in both national and international jurisdictions that have similar 

multi-unit ownership and management structures and will be of importance to policymakers. 

We contribute to the scholarly literature by analysing body corporate fees through a new 

innovative lens – the tragedy of the commons. 
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1. Introduction 

“What is common to the greatest number gets the least amount of care.” 

- Aristotle (384 BC - 322 BC), Politics. 

Australia has been no exception when it comes to adopting for rapid urbanisation 

adjustments faced by many other developed countries. With a life expectancy of 82.5 years, 

among the highest in the world, Australia is one of the world’s most urbanised countries 

where almost 90% of the population already lives in cities (ABS, 2018). Rapid urbanisation 

encourage the housing of growing urban populations in higher density multiunit1 housing in 

                                                           
1 ‘‘Multi-unit’’ is used in this case to refer to developments consisting of two or more attached residential 
properties (with or without commercial properties) and can include apartment buildings and townhouses 
Easthope and Randolph (2016). 
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existing urban areas. In Australia, almost all of these new developments are strata titled 

(Easthope and Randolph, 2009). Easthope et al. (2012) state that one in eight Australians, live 

in a strata scheme in 2012. Living in a communal environment also requires shared 

maintenance responsibilities. Thus, for this reason, these properties come with a body 

corporate fee tag to address the so called “tragedy of the commons” associated with multi-

dwelling units. The tragedy of the commons is a concept by Garrett Hardin (1968) to describe 

the problems of overuse and degradation of natural resources. Many policy analysts, scholars, 

and public officials agree with Hardin's conclusion that the participants in a commons 

dilemma are trapped in an inevitable process from which they cannot extract themselves 

Ostrom (1989). 

Body corporate fees plays a huge role in determining housing affordability. At present there 

is a sharp slowdown in construction approvals for multi-dwelling units across Australia 

suggesting that the pipeline for multi-dwelling and unit construction is likely to dry up as 

developments reach their completion. Therefore, both demand and supply sides for these 

strata titled properties are bound to feel the shock, pressing the need to find alternatives to 

bounce back in the market. One possible way of doing this is through effective management 

of body corporate fee structure and addressing the affordability issue.  

Australian strata title legislation and the New South Wales (NSW) system in particular have 

also been used to inform the development of strata title systems internationally, including 

those in Singapore, New Zealand, Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei, and the province of British 

Columbia in Canada (Easthope and Randolph, 2009). Sherry (2009) states that strata title gives 

an owner legal tenure over a share of common property and private property in a building 

and/or land. The legal structures established to manage common interests are known as 

‘homeowners associations’ in North American systems and by the more generic term ‘body 

corporate’ in various Australian states. 

Despite the growing importance of strata title in meeting future housing demand and in 

achieving planning objectives such as reduced availability of land, the need to accommodate 

growing urban populations and the need to improve economic viability of public transport 

systems and other community infrastructure etc., research into strata issues tends to be 

fragmented and focused on specific issues such as management of the bodies corporate 

(Guilding & Whiteoak, 2008; Warnken & Guilding 2009). 

Our paper aims to identify potential drivers of body corporate fees via international and 

national literature and propose a framework using the well-established “tragedy of the 

commons” concept. We propose that effective management of body corporate fee can solve 

both the tragedy of the commons and housing affordability problem. We explain by achieving 

economies of scale alone is not adequate to make unit living affordable. To the best of our 

knowledge this is the first study to address the housing affordability dilemma via an economic 

viewpoint. Our paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 sets out the nature and 

background to strata titles and provides a snapshot in Australia, and how the body corporate 

fees vary by state. Section 3 sets out the methodology. Section 4 identifies gaps in the current 
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policy setting and provides policy recommendations to address the body corporate fee 

dilemma in determining housing affordability.  

2. The Tragedy of the Commons 

The tragedy of commons exists where natural common resources are overused and 

exhausted.   Common-pool resources (CPRs), a term used by Ostrom et al. (1994), are 

subtractable because benefits enjoyed by an individual consuming the goods are subtracted 

from the residual benefits for others in the group (Chu, Chang and Sing, 2013).   

Common amenities and facilities in multi-dwelling units can be viewed as local CPRs that are 

substractable as residents in these types of dwellings inclines to maximise their pay-offs by 

consuming more CPRs than required creating overconsumption and degradation of 

communal properties. Eventually this will lead to higher maintenance cost/management fees, 

which causes all the residents to increase their body corporate fees leading to a tragedy of 

commons. 

 

2.1. Theoretical Framework 

Similar to other scarce resources, resources owned in common are subjected to diminishing 

returns. Such behaviour is illustrated by a production function that shows increasing returns 

initially when additional private input is added. The output increases at an increasing rate up 

to the inflection point. Then, total output suffers decreasing returns. I.e., output increases at 

a decreasing rate after the inflection point. Finally, output maxes out and starts to decline as 

shown in Figure 1 (a). The marginal product at a given level of input is measured by the slope 

of the tangent on the total product curve (Figure 1(b)). The different phases of returns to 

additional private input can be illustrated more clearly by plotting the marginal product curve. 

MP goes up during the increasing-returns phase. MP reaches a maximum at the inflection 

point. MP goes down during the decreasing-returns phase. MP becomes zero at maximum TP. 

Then MP becomes negative as TP starts to decline. The important thing to notice is that AP is 

still positive when MP is zero or negative. In other words, AP is still positive when TP is falling. 

Over-exploitation of commons resources would not happen if private input is applied inline 

to MP. But private input owners are more interested in the average product of the commons 

resources. Suppose the opportunity cost of the input is W. If a resource is privately owned, 

input will be applied to the resource only if the MP of the input is at least equal to its 

opportunity cost and that amount is L1. Loss will be incurred if MP is less than the opportunity 

cost of the input. The efficient exploitation of private property stops well short of maximum 

TP. 

But if the resource is owned in common, owners of private input will care only about whether 

on average the returns to their input is at least equal to its opportunity cost. In other words, 

they would compare W with AP. The fact that an additional input would reduce MP to below 

W is a negative externality that they need not be concerned with since the resource is owned 

in common. When W is equated to AP, L2 input will be applied to the commons resource even 
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though MP is negative. The degree of over-exploitation can be measured by the excess of L2 

over L1. 

Figure 1: Framework of Tragedy of the Commons 

 
Note: TP refers to total production. MP refers to marginal production, AP refers to average production. W is the 
the opportunity cost of the input. L1 is the private output at the opportunity cost. L2 is the output when the AP 
meets W. 
 

By applying the tragedy of commons principle in modern day multi-dwelling units, our paper 

argues effective control of body corporate fee could be a solution to both the tragedy of the 

commons and balancing housing affordability. 

Figure 2 illustrates three scenarios of the tragedy of the commons experienced by multi-

dwelling units. Assuming the same communal facilities are offered in each case, the 

conservancy cost/maintenance cost is intuitively likely to increase with the size of the building. 

However, due to the rise in economies of scale, the cost per unit is declining as the building 

size increases as explained in Christudason (2008) and Tay and OOI (2002). The problem arises 

when the increase in units/residents result in over-use of communal facilities leading to a 

tragedy of the commons. This is where the need of body corporate fees kicks in, to balance 

the over consumption and to achieve the economies of scale and thereby addressing the 

housing affordability problem.  

Hence, body corporate fees are meant to help prevent or alleviate the tragedy of the 

commons while at the same time helping to alleviate housing affordability.  In order to 

effectively achieve these two goals, body corporate fees should be set an optimal level 

considering the different factors that affect it.  The goal therefore of this paper is to analyse 

the different determinants of body corporate fees in order to find an optimal level for body 

(a) 

(b) 
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corporate fees which solves the tragedy of the commons while supporting housing 

affordability. 

Figure 2: An example of the tragedy of the commons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: An example of the tragedy of the commons principle for multi-dwelling unit living. Common A is for a small 
building with shared facilities: pool, gymnasium and a BBQ area. Common B is for a mid-sized building and 
Common C is for a large building with the same shared facilities as in Common A.  

Suppose in Common A the body corporate fee of managing the communal environment in $X. 

This $X amount is relatively less expensive as the maintenance cost of the building and shared 

facilities are relatively low due to lower usage. In common B (mid-sized buildings), suppose 

the body corporate fee is $Y and in Common C $Z. Between $Y and $Z, the most expensive 

levies are found in mid-sized buildings ($Y). In mid-sized buildings, there are also fewer 

owners to contribute to covering the costs, which is something larger buildings take 

advantage of. Past a certain point, larger buildings can also be reasonable due to the 

economies of scale associated with it. Larger buildings are substantially more complicated 

and expensive to run, but, the cost per lot owner is reduced because of the number of lots 

sharing the costs. Therefore, it is safe to say that the per unit body corporate fee is in the 

order of Case A< Case C < Case B, implying small and larger buildings are more affordable 

compared to mid-sized dwellings. 

Common A: Small building Common B: Mid-sized building 

Common C: Large building 
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3. Background on Body Corporate Fees 

By purchasing an apartment, townhouse or unit, the buyer generally be purchasing a part of 

a strata title. This means not only will buyer own his/her individual lot (apartment, townhouse 

or unit), he/she will also own part of the building and common areas. Buying an apartment, 

unit or townhouse usually means being part of a body corporate who handles the 

management and upkeep of the building and sometimes the entire vicinity. It is 

responsible for common areas and in some cases may pay for services like pools, gyms 

and in some cases concierge. Because there are so many people involved, things can get 

confusing and heated. It’s for this reason that a body corporate exists. This incurs ongoing 

costs to cover these services. The same body corporate is also in charge of making sure 

the building is adequately insured. In most cases there will be a ‘sinking fund’ in place 

which is a pool of funds that can be reached into, in the event of unexpected costs such 

as major structural repairs or emergencies that are not covered under insurance. On the 

other hand, living in a house (typically freestanding), means the responsibility of taking 

care of the maintenance and arranging insurance falls on the owner.  

All levies increase, usually in keeping with the Consumer Price Index (CPI), but levies in new 

buildings increase quicker as the real cost of running the body corporate becomes apparent.  

Concerns were raised by many consumers that they considered the developer had set the 

initial levies in their schemes too low. A reduced strata fees may be one tactic used by 

developers to both minimise their own financial exposure to paying levies and to make their 

product more attractive to potential purchasers and support marketing of lots (Easthope and 

Randolph, 2016; Johnston et al., 2012; Kleinschmidt, 2011). Setting initial strata fees too low 

to manipulate buyers is seen in international context as well. Chen, 2010 state that in the US 

in order to boost sales, some developers may misinform or intentionally confuse a presale 

purchaser by underestimating the monthly condominium fees and other costs. Moreover, 

Easthope and Randolph (2014) state that the actions of developers in the set-up of multi-unit 

developments (including build quality, design, allocation of unit entitlements, and levy setting) 

can have an important impact on the quality of buildings, the financial viability of schemes in 

the short-to medium term, the balance of power between owners, the effectiveness of 

management and the nature and incidence of disputes.  

The body corporate fees cover everything from building insurance and maintaining common 

areas, through to shared utilities, building works and repairs. The total amount required to 

maintain and manage the building for each year is budgeted, and then divided up between 

the owners. In some properties, each lot has the same entitlements and thus the same 

responsibility for body corporate fees, while in other buildings, lots which are larger in size or 

have access to additional facilities may incur higher fees – for example, a penthouse 

apartment. In Australia, it can be as low as $30 per week – and as high as $600 per week. 

Average body corporate fees in South East Queensland run around $5,000 – $6,000 per 

annum. That’s $96 – $115 per week. Many are a lot higher. The highest levy reported in South 
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East Queensland is around $25,000 p.a. or $480 per week2. It is important to note that how 

much you’ll be stumping up each year in fees and should note that you are buying both the 

lot and a share in the common property in the strata or body corporate subdivision. One of 

the major problem is that levies don’t stay at the projected position. The Evoque 

development in Kelvin Grove, for example, is a low rise building with no gym and no pool and 

20 units. Best of all levies are just $1,500 per year or around $28 per week. Christudason 

(2008) states that in Singapore strata management fee can range between SGD$188 

(approximately AUD 200) to SGD$1,250 (approximately AUD 1,325) per week. It appears that 

this wide differential in managing agents' fees is due to the different types and range of 

services that different Management Corporations require.  

Advantages of employing a managing agent to manage residential units at times outweigh 

the disadvantages. Structural housing insurance could be cheaper because the insurance 

is purchased in bulk as part of the owners’ corporation . Professionalism can be archived 

as diverse properties and the increasing variety of ownership make the need of 

professional property management skills critical (Kyle et al., 2005). Cost of maintaining the 

building is shared and the building management will usually organise for the work to be 

done. Cost savings can be achieved by strata managers as a results of bulk purchases leading 

to economies of scale Christudason (2008). Moreover, due to its size and scale of operations, 

as compared to an in‐house management team, a managing agent will enjoy more resources 

like manpower and finances. Maintenance; cleaning, lawn mowing, gardens, insurance, 

electricity in common areas and general repairs are included thus minimise conflicts 

among residents. Proposed changes, general disputes and collection of funds from the 

owners to cover these costs is all handled by the body corporate. 

Disadvantages of body corporate fees are mainly the affordability. Strata levies are 

significant depending on the services provided and the type of dwelling. These fees are 

typically paid quarterly. Furthermore, as a unit/apartment is typically smaller than a 

house and there are common walls with others, there may be restrictions to the type of 

renovations that can be made. Christudason (2008) points out that Diversified interests can 

occur as a managing agent's firm would be managing more than one strata development at 

any time. As such, the manpower and resources of the Managing Agent would be divided 

amongst the developments they are running. Altogether, there is no right answer, here. It 

all comes down to personal preference and financial circumstance. Lifestyle suitability 

could also be a playing factor when deciding between investing in a body corporate 

dwelling or a house. 

3.1. Funding of the strata plan 

It all starts with financial funds. An Owners Corporation must have sufficient funds available 

to pay the day-to-day management and operation of the building. How else will the bins be 

emptied and gardens kept? At the same time, money must be set aside to pay for the ongoing 

                                                           
2 https://mybodycorpreport.com.au/ 
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maintenance & repairs of the building. It is in the interest of all owners to keep the building 

well-kept and well maintained to ensure it will appreciate in value and not the opposite. 

All owners in a building are required to pay Strata Levies, a typically quarterly contribution to 

the owners’ corporation. The exact amount is usually agreed once a year during the Annual 

General Meeting. This levy normally consists of two components, sometimes complemented 

with a third levy as depicted in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Body corporate funding structure 

 

 
 
The Admin Fund, covers day-to-day expenses such as cleaners, gardeners, replacing of light 

bulbs, and let’s not forget the management fees for the strata manager. These are typically 

recurring, operational expenses. The Sinking Fund is intended for so-called capital 

investments, which typically benefit the building for many years. Examples are lift upgrades, 

a roof replacement, or repainting the building.  If the Owners Corporation has to pay a debt 

that was not budgeted for in either the Admin Fund or Sinking Fund estimates, a Special Levy 

must be agreed at a General Meeting and paid to the Admin Fund. When expenses are 

incurred and not enough funds are available in either the Admin or the Sinking Fund, owners 

may agree to raise a so-called Special Levy. A special levy is usually short-term in nature. For 

example, many older buildings in recent years have had to upgrade their fire safety systems 

to meet stringent fire safety regulations. This could cost into the many hundreds of thousands 

of dollars. Funds many buildings simply did not have. The Owners Corporation could then 

agree to either take on a bank loan, or to raise special levies. 

3.2. Determinants of body corporate fees 

The levies in a building depends on the cost of running that building and will be a direct result 

of factors such as size of the building and building design, property’s age, condition, and 

maintenance, location of the body corporate and strata committee, design and construction 

of body corporate common property, facilities. Further, there are other drivers for the body 

Body corporate 
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corporate fees to go up such as unrealised additional, unbudgeted expenses, consistently 

under collection of funds, new projects undergoing in the scheme. Tay and OOI (2002) 

conduct a regression analysis with outsourcing vs in-house conservancy services, three 

different managing agents, size and age factors on total expenditure of managing a property 

and concluded that outsourcing, size and age factors are negatively associated with 

expenditure.  

3.2.1. Size of the building and building design 

Smaller buildings have less expensive body corporate fees, but then, larger buildings can also 

be reasonable due to the economies of scale associated with it. The most expensive levies are 

found in mid-sized buildings. They have higher running costs associated with large buildings 

but not the economies of scale that reduce costs per lot owner in larger buildings. In mid-

sized buildings, there are also fewer owners to contribute to covering the costs, which is 

something larger buildings take advantage of. Past a certain point, around 150 – 200 lots, 

economies of scale plays an important role Christudason (2008). Tay and OOI (2002) conduct 

a correlation analysis for Singaporean context and state that despite having more facilities 

and larger areas to manage in a big development, four of the expenditure items namely 

administration, professional fees, conservancy work and maintenance work cost decreased 

with the increase in size of buildings. Bigger buildings are substantially more complicated and 

expensive to run, but, the cost per lot owner is reduced because of the number of lots sharing 

the costs. When it comes to larger buildings, it is important to deal with the principal–agent 

problem addressing building defects in properties sold off the plan. Ong (1997) argues that in 

the case of off the plan sales, this incentive to produce a property without defects is 

significantly reduced, as the purchaser cannot view the property they are buying before it is 

produced. Ong (1997) proposes a governmental approach to dealing with this problem by 

way of increasing the length of the warranty period and tightening inspection standards 

should be considered. Easthope and Randolph (2016) suggest that governments could also 

limit the extent to which developers can sell their developments prior to completion.  

Building design can have a significant impact on the livability of properties for residents 

Easthope and Judd (2010). In particular, much attention has been focused on the impact that 

the design of the physical environment can have on the quality of social interaction, 

neighborliness, and community (Henderson-Wilson, 2008; Kern, 2007; Lee, 2005; Raman, 

2010; Randolph, 2006). Moreover, design is important not only for supporting positive social 

interactions, but also has longer term implications for equipment choice, maintenance, and 

energy costs (Easthope et al., 2014). 

3.2.2. Property’s age, condition, and maintenance 

As a development gets older, the frequency and cost of building repairs would increase 

substantially.  
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Additionally, older developments are more likely to have archaic installation that are less 

energy efficient Tay and OOI (2002). Standard format plans, or gated communities, are, for 

the most part, cheaper to run than building format plans or apartment buildings. Standard 

format plans have less common property and that means fewer levies are required to 

maintain said common property. An apartment building constructed from block will be 

cheaper to maintain than one that is rendered or wood, both of which require regular painting 

and treatment.  

On contrast, Hudson (2011) state in a NSW study, that older buildings spending significantly 

less on repairs than newer buildings newer, larger buildings spending more per dwelling than 

older, smaller schemes; and owner-occupier dominated strata schemes spending more than 

investor dominated schemes on all categories of expenditure, except for utilities where 

investor dominated buildings spend 60 per cent more. In a Singaporean case study, Tay and 

OOI (2002) also state that a weak correlation relationship of (-0.03) was shown between age 

of development and total expenditure. The correlation analysis indicates the pressure for 

managing agents to reduce their management fees as a development gets older as in present 

in Singapore undercutting is prevalent.  By conducting a cost component analysis Tay and OOI 

(2002)  state that although the administration cost, maintenance cost and utility charges 

increased with building age, professional fees and conservancy charges will decrease with the 

age of a development. Tay and OOI (2002) explains that less is spent on conservancy as 

buildings gets older, is because due to the reduction in the importance of general upkeep and 

security overtime. Another reason they point out is due to low specifications and generous 

facilities as in newer developments, such as water features, private lifts, extensive 

landscaping etc.  

3.2.3. Location 

One of the great advantages with a flat, unit or an apartment may be in close proximity to 

conveniences such as shops, public transport, parks, hospitals, schools and work. Compared 

to conventional housing, residents in a strata title scheme will have less independence from 

their neighbours. This is because they are part of the same body corporate that governs the 

scheme and impacts on the members of the community, due to factors such as community 

by-law creation and the setting of common property maintenance levies. Cradduck (2013). 

Environmental issues do play a part in how much buildings cost to run. For instance, buildings 

in the centre of the city may have noise and pollution issues that might require some creative 

solutions from the body corporate. Buildings near the ocean will be more vulnerable to storms 

and damage from salt water hence be subjected to cover for any natural disasters. Low crime 

rate in the area is a strong contributor to neighbourhood satisfaction, where as any building 

in the “Schoolies” zone in Surfers Paradise, Queensland will turn up ongoing discussions about 

security. Carvalho et al. (1997) found residents of a gate-guarded condominium complex to 

be highly satisfied with the appearance, quality of housing and maintenance of their complex. 
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Therefore body corporate charges should represent all different problems associated with 

the location factor otherwise strata title living can be stressful if these needs are threatened. 

3.2.4. Design and construction of body corporate common property  

It is important to consider how many of the units are owned by individuals or organisations 

and how many units are owner-occupied or rented. Are the units’ free standing or do they 

share walls? 

A building with elevators is more expensive to run that one with just stairs. Technological add-

ons, something developers have been embracing of late, are more expensive to maintain than 

standard alternatives. Sure the technology marvels are great, but they can become obsolete 

quickly and then be difficult to replace or maintain. Buildings design and construction is, along 

with size, a key factor in levy cost. 

3.2.5. Facilities  

Body corporates come with an enormous range of facilities including spas, saunas, games 

rooms, barbeques, theatres, libraries, media rooms and even individual pools per unit. 

However, any facility offered comes with a price. The biggest and costliest facility in 

Queensland buildings is a building manager or Resident Unit Manager (RUM). The RUM is, 

basically, a contractor hired by the body corporate to undertake certain tasks, usually cleaning, 

gardening and small repairs. For most body corporates the choice of whether or not to have 

a RUM is made by the developer, along with decisions about facilities, construction and design, 

location and size. 

3.3. Current situation in Australia 

The latest Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) building approvals statistics reports shows a 

sharp decline in construction approvals across Australia suggesting that the pipeline for multi-

dwelling and unit construction is likely to dry up as developments reach completion as 

presented in Figure 4. Some potential reasons for this decline has been identified as 

tightening of credit both to developers and home buyers, dropping property values adding to 

the difficult lending conditions, home owners looking to renovate or extend rather than 

buying a new property, and expensive strata management/body corporate fees associated 

with unit living etc.  
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Figure 4: Trends in dwelling approvals for units in Australia, 2015–2019 (March) 

 

Data source: ABS (2019) 8731.0 Building Approvals, Australia. 

3.3.1. Different laws by state 

The guiding principles of strata managers vary from state to state, and the terminology 

changes in each state. The best analogy for what each apartment owner should pay to the 

overall strata budget is to consider the strata scheme to be like a company, with each 

apartment owner being like a shareholder in the company.  Each share (or apartment) is given 

a weighting which determines the proportional amount which each owner needs to pay 

towards the common funds held by the strata scheme.  The weighting given to each 

apartment may be called the contribution entitlement, the interest entitlement, the lot 

liability, or the units of entitlement – it all depends upon the state where the development 

is.  The weighting will not only determine how much of the total paid, but also may be the 

weight which the vote will carry when the common decisions are made at a general meeting 

of the owners.  The weighting will be calculated by balancing all the competing principles. The 

strata manager will help to balance all the factors and help to determine the weightings. 

Below is a snapshot of some of the states. 

3.3.2.  Victoria: In accordance with The Victorian Subdivision Act 1988 and The Owners 
Corporation Act 2006. 

In Victoria the Owners Corporation budget is divided amongst lot owners based on Lot 

Liability, which is determined by a land surveyor when the initial plan of subdivision is being 

set up. Establishing the number of units of liability for each lot is based on a combination of 

factors including the size of the apartment and the price the apartment will be sold for off the 

plan. 

3.3.3.  New South Wales: In accordance with the NSW Strata Scheme Management Act 1996. 
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In NSW, units of entitlements are set up by a valuer. This is usually based on an estimate of 

the market value of each lot at the commencement of the scheme. If ever there is a 

requirement for an adjustment of unit entitlements, it can be achieved through an order 

reallocation of unit entitlements. The basis for a reallocation is on value and a registered 

valuer must obtain physical access to every lot to determine the back-dated market variation. 

3.3.4.  Queensland: In accordance with The Body Corporate Community Management Act 
1997 

When a body corporate scheme is established, lot entitlements are initially set by the original 

owner on the advice of the strata manager. There are 2 types of entitlements.  One is the 

interest entitlement which is based on market value.  The second is the contribution 

entitlement.  There are 2 principles that the strata manager will generally use to determine 

the contribution entitlements – either the equality principle or the relativity principle.  These 

principles are explained in the Body Corporate and Community Management Act. 

3.3.5.  Western Australia: In accordance with the Western Australian Titles Act (STA). 

In Western Australia, units of entitlement set by a licensed valuer. Under the Strata Titles Act 

(STA) unit entitlements are used as a means to establish the voting rights, the undivided share 

of common property and the proportion of contributions levied. Unit entitlements can be 

changed under certain conditions, i.e. Re-subdivision. Further information can be found in the 

WA Strata Titles Act 1985 (STA) as amended; and the Strata Titles General Regulations 1996. 

3.3.6.  South Australia: In accordance with Strata titles Act 1988. 

In South Australia, lot entitlements (unit entitlements) are formula based using capital value 

and must be certified correct by a licensed valuer. In order for certification to be provided, 

the unit entitlements must be expressed in whole numbers. The certifier will allow for an 

allowance of 10% either way. To explain it simply, if your lot is worth more than another in 

your complex, you will have greater unit entitlement. Further details can be found within the 

Strata Titles Act. 

3.3.7.  Tasmania: In accordance with the Strata Titles Act 1998. 

In Tasmania all lots have a general unit entitlement which determines the voting rights, 

proportional ownership of common property and body corporate contributions of each 

owner. These general unit entitlements apply for all purposes of the Act unless special unit 

entitlements apply. Special Unit entitlements take into account differing circumstances, i.e. if 

a building has a lift that only some of the owners have access to, then that would not fall 

under common property for all owners and the unit entitlements would vary accordingly. 

Under the Act, unit entitlements may be changed at a later stage by a unanimous resolution 

of the body corporate or by order of the recorder of titles- See part 9 of the Act for further 

information. 
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3.3.8. Different laws by state for rental property 

In a rental property the landlord may charge a body corporate fees as an outgoing in certain 

circumstances. Table 1 outlines the requirements under retail leasing legislation in each state 

or territory. 

Table 1: State/ Territory laws of body corporate charges on rental property 

State/Territory Laws 

Queensland The landlord cannot recover their contribution to a depreciation or 

sinking fund from the tenant. 

However, the tenant may be asked to pay ‘maintenance amounts’. This 

cannot exceed 5% of the landlord’s outgoings for the year and the 

tenant do not have to keep paying maintenance amounts if the fund is 

in credit of more than $100,000. 

Victoria The landlord cannot pass on sinking fund levies to the tenant. 

Tasmania The landlord cannot recover any contribution to a sinking fund from 

the tenant. 

South Australia The tenant may be liable to contribute to a sinking fund. 

New South 

Wales 

The tenant may be liable to contribute to a sinking fund, however 

this is limited to 5% of the landlord’s outgoings for a year. The 

tenant do not have to continue making contributions if the fund is 

in credit of more than $250,000. 

Australian 

Capital Territory 

The tenant can only be responsible for ‘recoverable outgoings’. This is 

limited to reasonable expenses directly related to the operation, repair 

or maintenance of the premises. 

Western 

Australia 

The tenant do not have to pay any costs associated with the 

construction of a shopping centre, any extension of the centre or 

structural improvement to the centre. 

Northern 

Territory 

The landlord cannot require the tenant to contribute to a sinking fund 

for capital works. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, the findings of this study have several important implication for property 

managers and policy makers. Body corporate fees play a huge role in determining housing 

affordability. On the other hand economists argue that economies of scale plays an important 

role in determining affordability in unit living past a certain point, around 150 – 200 lots. If 

one tries to achieve only economies of scale by neglecting the communal costs associated 

with the increase in number of residents, this creates overconsumption of CPRs leading to a 

tragedy of commons. We believe body corporate fee could be a potential solution to handle 

both over consumption and housing affordability if it is managed effectively. Below our study 

recommends several policy settings in order to address this issue. 
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4.1.1. Policy settings 

The real problem to be addressed is the lack of competition in the market which is allowing 

those still in the market to charge unaffordable body corporate fees. One option is to open 

the property market in Australia to international companies not currently active in this market. 

Insurance for strata properties is always obtained by Body Corporate Managers or Brokers, 

both of which get commission added to base premiums, and sometimes both are involved 

leading to double commissions. This can be managed by increasing consumer awareness and 

expanding insurance markets. It would also be beneficial to assign a risk rating by an official 

government which can be used for calculating a base premium (before loading for pools, lifts, 

etc.) This would be of real benefit, and remove the need for any consideration to be given to 

postcode or location as the risk has already been fully assessed. Hence, the body corporate 

manages can follow this risk rating guideline when determining the fee therefore the fee 

composition is more transparent, simple and predictable to the consumers. Further, a tailored 

capped fee to the building requirements should be introduced allowing the consumers to be 

more proactive when managing the resources. It is worth noting that the guiding principles 

of strata managers vary from state to state, and the terminology changes in each state, with 

some of the principles over-lapping.  It would be ideal if the state governments could get 

together and make some uniform land laws for all strata schemes in every state. 

Luxury apartment complex, Evoque, in Queensland’s Kelvin Grove, is offering body corporate 

fees at $1,463 per annum around $28 per week with no gym and no pool and with only 

building insurance, administration and basic maintenance costs to service. Kelvin Grove, a 

northern Brisbane suburb, has a median unit price of $500,000, according to RP Data, with a 

9.5% change in the median price over the past year. Median asking rent is around $435, 

representing an indicative gross rental yield of 4.5%. Harcourts Solutions Inner City's Bridget 

Gabites said that the developer believes that in most complexes the pool and gym are rarely 

used, and therefore decided not to include them. Instead, there's a shared green space. The 

low rise development, consisting of two buildings with 10 apartments in each, has been 

designed in a way to avoid elevators and has not included amenities commonly seen in 

apartment blocks such as pools to keep the body corporate fees lower than other local 

complexes. The 20 apartments are also said to be easier to increase rental returns due to less 

competition within the complex. In larger complexes rentals are priced competitively against 

others available in the complex, therefore often reducing rental return under heavy 

competition. 

Spending more money to design buildings’ resilience to natural disasters, use of quality 

materials or other innovative solutions at the design stage can decrease the ongoing body 

corporate that might incur for the remaining life of the building. A solid, well-built building 

using durable materials might cost more when acquiring but typically costs less over the life-

time of a building. You would want to safeguard the investment you made in your building. 

By not maintaining it properly you devalue your investment and will almost certainly increase 

the maintenance costs over the long-term. Every building needs regular maintenance. 
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Another way of mitigating body corporate fee is via self-management. This could be an 

attractive option for smaller buildings, as the cost for a strata managing agent makes up a 

proportionally large share of their total levies. However, whether this is a sensible option 

depends on the quality of the executive committee. In most cases owners either do not have 

the required expertise, time or will to take on this responsibility. In this case they would hire 

the services of an experienced, licensed strata manager. Easthope and Randolph (2016) 

propose that by integrating long-term management considerations into decision-making in 

the design and build phase could help to minimise the ongoing management costs. Further, 

they state that in multi-unit strata schemes, the role of the developer is particularly significant 

because they are not only responsible for the design and build quality, but unlike single titled 

residential property, also for the quality of the scheme’s initial finances and management 

structure. 

Moreover, by not raising any or insufficient sinking fund levies consumers are not reserving 

funds for maintenance work which all buildings require at some stage. When considering 

acquiring a new unit, it pays to investigate the amount of money in the sinking fund of a 

building. A low or non-existing sinking fund may indicate special levies may need to be raised 

in the future. In the case of new developments, it is not uncommon for the developer to hold 

a majority of the units. They may choose to do a lot of the maintenance work themselves, 

helping to keep levies lower than would normally be the case. This saves them money in 

reduced levies and will also help attract potential buyers. There is nothing wrong with this. 

However, in some cases this practice may eventually affect the levies to increase. By not 

adjusting the levies for CPI (Consumer Price Index) changes each year, the revenues of a strata 

scheme will increasingly not match the expenses. The building will eventually be in deficit. 

Loans can cover this debt, but interest is due and eventually this loan will need to be repaid. 

It is worth noting that, low strata levies are good only if it genuinely covers the costs of running 

and maintaining a building. Ultimately, we always get what we pay for! Thus, it is important 

to view strata Insurance as a necessity, not a luxury. 
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